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Abstract. Workflows are getting a more and more pervasive concept for modeling arbitrary activities. The resulting workflow definitions will convey knowledge
how and when to apply the right procedures. Whenever innovative, experimental or explorative tasks have to be fulfilled, however, workflows will evolve to
previously unknown structures. In order to allow planning and quality assurance
nevertheless, the tasks currently enacted within an organization must be known.
In this paper, an approach for automatically tracking the active tasks by observing the data produced is presented. Further, it is described how this approach is
applied for geographical information management.

1 Introduction
In the last decades, the concept of workflows has evolved from a means to describe the
flow of paperwork through an organization to a more abstract and general technique
used in many application domains. Nowadays, workflows are most often considered a
programmatic structure for designing and executing arbitrary transactions.
Workflows have long been considered useful for storing common and standard procedures, leading to an organizational memory similar to process manuals [1]. However,
repeatable methods are not always applicable, and sometimes not even desirable. Whenever innovative, experimental or explorative tasks have to be fulfilled, workflows will
evolve to previously unknown structures. These fields have been characterized as knowledge intensive tasks [2] as well as business and time critical processes [3,4]. In order to
adhere the challenges in these fields, the Collaborative Agent-based Knowledge Engine
(CAKE) has been created [5,6]. CAKE offers modeling and enactment support for agile workflows or adaptive workflows as a flexible solution to express and maintain best
practices, lessons learned within the organization, etc.
In this paper, a formal approach for workflow representation and enactment is presented. Furthermore, based on this formalism, a procedure for capturing context information during workflow enactment is introduced, and how to track the currently active
task within a workflow using this context information. This allows to learn about the
current enactment state or deviations from the original model, at minimal effort for the

team members. For instance, this is useful for manager roles to ensure that the team is
focusing on the most appropriate tasks at the moment.
Besides several other application scenarios, CAKE is used for geographical information management [7]. In the next section, this application scenario is introduced in
detail and the requirements on workflow enactment support are discussed. In section
3, the general CAKE architecture is presented with respect to workflow modeling and
workflow enactment. Further, the procedure for automated enactment state tracking is
given. Section 4 shows how to put the latter into practise. In section 5, related and adjacent work is discussed, and finally, a short conclusion and outlook to future work close
this paper.

2 Application Scenario
Recently, changes to law according to the regulation of civil works in the German federal state of Hessen does no longer demand owners to seek explicit permission for
most refurbishment tasks on buildings. Rather, planners and architects have to ensure
themselves that they comply with all regulations that apply to the corresponding land
parcels, including monument protection. In Hessen, each building and site of historic
interest (e.g. old marketplaces, or characteristic quarters) is listed in the official monument register. For each monument, its exact location is recorded, as well as a rationale
why the monument is subject to protection, and which type of protection applies. For
instance, a building may be protected in a whole, or only parts of it may be of historic
interest (e.g. the cladding, or an annex). As yet, these facts have been published in print
only, leaving many planners and owners unaware of monument protection. This invites
inappropriate reconstruction, damage, or even complete demolition of cultural heritage.
To overcome this, rjm business solutions GmbH has been assigned by the Monument Protection Agency of Hessen to conduct the long-term eGovernment project
DenkXweb. DenkXweb provides a freely accessible Internet service to publicly access
the monument register3 . It presents the protection rationale as described above as well
as a detailed map denoting location and dimensions of the protected building or site.
As laid down by law [8], the latter is based on the official cadaster as provided by the
surveying and mapping authorities. Thus, using DenkXweb, users can look up whether
a building is a monument by itself, or whether according land parcels are included in
site protections (which will have implications on any construction on these parcels).
Besides developing the Internet service, rjm business solutions GmbH and its associate company rjm medienservice GmbH provide data management services as well
in order to combine monument register data with the geospatial information provided
by the land cadaster. That is, internal tools and procedures are developed to create data
displayed by the Internet service most cost-effective, but still as accurate as possible.
During everyday work, handling these procedures have proven to be highly knowledge
intense and require the coordination of collaborative activities between the participants.
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2.1 Requirements to the Envisaged Solution
Working in the DenkXweb project means to coordinate several participants from different organizations. Technical roles at rjm create and maintain custom software, and
prepare data as required for publication using this software. Technical roles at the monument protection agency are involved in revising data, and they keep in touch with
local authorities, who in turn notify the agency whenever monuments are demolished,
repaired, etc. This applies to all municipalities in Hessen (several hundred), i.e. a large
number of interleaved activities will have to be concerted (several thousand) across
multiple organizations.
However, these activities cannot be fully planned in advance. For instance, when a
project stakeholder demands a specific modification, or when a time-critical issue has to
be solved (web server downtime or similar), priorities will be altered, and the original
plans will have to be adapted to the new situation.
In order to deliver support for the application scenario sketched above, CAKE has
to fulfill the following requirements:
1. The various activities and procedures applied have to be defined formally in order
to ensure that they are done most cost-effective and most accurate.
2. The modeling approach must allow ad-hoc modification and stepwise refinement.
3. The currently executed activities have to be revealed in order to allow short-term
planning, even if the underlying workflow models are subject to change.
4. The role of individuals, tools, etc. has to be exploited for coordination across organization boundaries (e.g. determine whether a change in a custom piece of software
affects a customer system).
5. CAKE has to be incorporated within the organization as seamlessly as possible,
since users already have to master a plethora of applications, tools and utility programs.
CAKE features a light-weight model for workflow definition and enactment to fulfil
these requirements. In the next section, the overall system design is discussed, and the
modeling approach is given in detail.

3 Approach
The approach presented within this paper is based on the Collaborative Agent-based
Knowledge Engine (CAKE) [3,4,5,6]. CAKE is a general domain-independent system
providing a general data and workflow model. The CAKE architecture is illustrated in
figure 1. The system consists of three major building blocks, namely the agent framework, the workflow management component, and the CBR component.
The agent framework is a unified interface to couple external knowledge sources
as well as user interfaces. It distinguishes between information agents and user agents.
Information agents connect information sources to the CAKE system, enabling access
to search engines, databases, groupware calendards, human experts, etc. User agents
request knowledge from the CAKE system, and represent interfaces to human system
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users (e.g. graphical user interfaces or natural language interfaces). For the scope of this
paper, only information agents are of particular relevance.
CAKE aims at supporting flexible and changing processes through adaptive workflow management. This is realized by sophisticated search facilities for business processes, single tasks, and agents following a structural CBR (SCBR)[9] approach. The
latter is working on top of a domain-specific data model and considers its semantics and
structural aspects. Therefore, it is the perfect basis to meet all requirements for adaptive
workflow management.
The workflow management component is used for modelling business processes and
for specifying collaboration among agents which are following a common goal. In the
following section, the workflow management component is presented in detail, and how
it can be used to provide dynamic guidelines for planning and enactment of arbitrary
activities. Section 3.2 describes the context capturing approach, wheareas Section 3.3
introduces an algorithm how to automatically follow current work progress in the model
and how to detect deviations from the model. The last sections 3.4 and 3.5 focus on
technical issues, necessary to put the system into practise.
3.1 Workflow Management
The CAKE workflow model approach is based on a data model D which is shared
across all system components. It is an object-oriented model using specialization and
aggregation to define data classes (types). Built-in data classes like boolean, integer,
or double as well as compound data classes like aggregates, collections or intervals
may be specialized to domain-specific user data classes as required. Instances of data
classes are called data objects. By using the data model, all entities relevant in the

organization (e.g. documents or capabilities of humans and machines) can be expressed
as data objects.
The following definition describes the representation for any operation taking place
in the real world, or are expressed as a machine-executable program:
Definition 1. (Task) A task describes an arbitrary activity that may be carried out by
either a human or a machine by a tuple t = (Int , Outt ) with Int , Outt two non-empty
disjoint sets containing labels denoting the input ports and output ports of the task.
A task may cover course-grained activities like “write a report”, “send email” as
well as fine-grained operations like comparing two alternatives in order to form andjoins, or-splits etc. The task ports are simply labels attached to a task defining the input
and output slots for arranging control flow.
Further, T denotes the set of all tasks available. For simplicity, for two different
tasks t, t′ ∈ T, it is required that Int ∪ Int′ = ∅ and Outt ∪ Outt′ = ∅. That is, the
labels used to denote input and output ports are meant to be unique.
For aSset of tasks T ⊆ T, the
S sets of all input and output ports used are given by
Outt respectively. Connections between these ports
Int and OutT =
InT =
t∈T

t∈T

will then express control flow between tasks, as discussed by the next definition:
Definition 2. (Workflow Definition) A workflow definition is a tuple
wd = (T, ts , tf , conn) comprising a set of tasks T ⊆ T, a start task ts ∈ T with
|ts in | = 1, a final task tf ∈ T with |tf out | = 1 and a bijective control flow function
conn : OutT \ tf out 7→ InT \ tsin .
Thus, the control flow between tasks is described by listing connections between
output and input ports. For each output port o of the start task ts , conn(o) points to the
input port(s) of the second task; for each output port o′ of the second task, conn(o′ )
points to the third task and so on until the final task tf is reached. Since the number of input and output tasks is not limited for any task besides start and final tasks,
selection among alternatives (e.g. “or”-splits), parallelism (multiplexers) and synchronization (demultiplexers) may be expressed by the tasks.
A workflow definition wd does not establish explicit data flow among tasks. While
explicitly expressing data flow would have its advantages for controlling and limiting
further evolution (e.g. adding or replacing tasks), it would also have disadvantages due
to increased complexity for modeling and connecting tasks. Instead, CAKE establishes
data flow implicitly during run time, which is discussed in detail below.
The definitions above are already sufficient to describe the structure of a workflow,
i.e. how to reach a goal using a structured approach. In order to put this description into
practice, enactment of tasks and workflow descriptions have to be discussed, i.e. how
artifacts are produced and consumed. Hence, enactment means to instantiate a concrete
control flow within the structure given by the underlying workflow definition, and to
describe data flow between the tasks. For flexibility reasons the approach allows to start
task enactment as soon as a sufficient set of input ports are enabled rather than requiring
that all input ports have to be enabled. This aspect is discussed below in detail. Anyhow,
it demands that the following definitions work on the powersets (P(Int ), P(Outt ))
instead of Int , Outt .

Definition 3. (Task Enactment) Let t ∈ T be a task. The task enactment of t is described by enactt : P(Int ) × P(D) 7→ P(Outt ) × P(D).
That is, based on a set of “ready” input ports and a set of data available to the task,
task enactment chooses a set of output ports and modifies the set of data. For easier
reading, instead of enactt (I, C) = (O, C ′ ), C, C ′ ⊂ D, I ⊂ Int , and O ⊂ Outt the
projection resultt (I, C) = C ′ is used. The data available for consumption by a task is
also known as its context:
Definition 4. (Context) A context C = {c1 , c2 , . . . , cn } is a finite set of data objects
ci ∈ D, 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
When enacting a sequence of tasks, their results given by enactt may be accumulated into a context ready for consumption of the next task. For example, when assuming
that data once created will never be altered nor deleted, for the sequence t1 , t2 , . . . , tn
the respective contexts could be determined as Ci+1 = Ci ∪resultti (Ii , Ci ), 0 < i < n
and Ii the input ports available for tasks ti . Accumulating results given by enactt into a
new context is discussed below in more detail. Anyhow, a task may access data present
within its context randomly, i.e. data flow between tasks is enabled using the blackboard
paradigm [10].
A workflow definition provides structural information how the tasks are interrelated.
For concerting their enactment, the data already produced, the input ports currently
available and the tasks currently active have to be maintained within an enactment state:
Definition 5. (Enactment State) Let wd = (T, ts , tf , conn) be a workflow definition.
Let I ⊂ InT be the set of currently enabled input ports, let A ⊂ T be the set of
currently active tasks (i.e. tasks that may be enacted in parallel), and let C be a context
for these tasks. Then statewd = (I, A, C) is called the enactment state of wd.
An enactment state describes the results achieved after having enacted a number of
tasks. A sequence of enactment states can be understood as a workflow instance of a
workflow definition or simply workflow:
Definition 6. (Workflow Instance, Workflow) Let wd = (T, ts , tf , conn) be a workflow definition. A workflow instance of wd or short wd-workflow is a sequence wf =
{statewd1 , statewd2 , . . .} of enactment states.
That is, while the workflow definition lays out tasks and their interrelationships,
the workflow instance expresses the results achieved by enacting them step-by-step as
arranged by the workflow definition. The results achieved during one step is expressed
by workflow enactment:
Definition 7. (Workflow Enactment) Let wf = {state1 , . . . , staten , staten+1 , . . .}
be a workflow. Workflow enactment of wf is described by enactwf : P(InT )×P(T )×
P(D) 7→ P(InT ) × P(T ) × P(D) so that enactwf (staten ) = staten+1 .
Generally, workflow enactment starting at staten = (In , An , Cn ) will advance to
staten+1 = (In+1 , An+1 , Cn+1 ) as described below:

1. For each t ∈ An , enactt (In , Cn ) = (Ot,n , Ct,n ) is calculated. Thus, Ot,n ⊆ Outt
is a set of output ports belonging to task t, and Ct,n ⊂ D is a set of data objects
produced or altered by t.
2. For each output
S port o ∈ Ot,n , the corresponding input ports are retrieved as
conn(o).
Connt,n =
o∈Ot,n
S
Connt,n : The set of input ports available in staten+1 is the
3. It is In+1 =
t∈An

union of all input ports connected to the output ports selected by the enactment of
the currently active tasks.
4. It is An+1 = {t ∈ T |In+1 ∩ Int 6= ∅}: The set of active tasks in staten+1 is made
up of tasks featuring the input ports found in the previous step.
5. Finally, Cn+1 is created from merging Cn with Ct,n , the data objects learned from
the tasks t ∈ An .
The merging procedure has to be understood as a problem of its own, as conflict
mitigation strategies have to be established. For example, one task might try to delete a
product while another task still needs access. Issues regarding merging products to create a new context are similar to those discussed in relational database research, and are
commonly addressed by transaction management systems. A very simple merging procedure can be given when restricting the context to be monotonous,
i.e. that data once
S
resulttn (In , Cn ).
created will never be altered nor deleted. Then, it is Cn+1 =
t∈An

In the above model of workflow enactment, a task is allowed to return an empty
set of output ports, indicating that no port can be selected yet (e.g. because the input
ports available are not sufficient yet, or because no appropriate data has been found
on the context). This may stall a workflow when reaching an enactment state that does
compute another state (i.e. staten = staten+1 ). This has to be handled by the execution
environment (e.g. by sending a warning message to the user) as the model itself makes
no further assumptions.
As a matter of fact, quite a number of process definition languages and workflow
models have emerged during the last decades. CAKE does not aim to replace a specific
language, and is not bound to a certain methodology how to perform workflow modeling. Instead, the workflow model has been designed to be as simple as possible in order
to fulfill the requirements demanded by the application domains. If required, translation between workflow modeling languages is an option [11], e.g. to leverage specific
modeling tools.
3.2 Capturing Context Data
When putting the workflow definitions into practice, i.e. when people start enacting
them, it is crucial to know about the current enactment state. The set of currently active
tasks, for instance, is the foundation of short-term planning, and the vantage point for
agile workflow evolution. Traditional workflow-oriented systems follow a constructive
approach: Using a workfow definition created prior to enactment, the set of active tasks
is determined and presented as a to-do-list to the user. The user then accepts or rejects
the tasks assigned to him or her, and reports whenever a certain task (or parts of it) has

been accomplished. This interaction, however, is often considered tedious work, leading
to an acceptance problem: Besides “doing the work”, users feel forced to reason about
work progress and their task assignments.
Furthermore, whenever a user executes a workflow spontaneously in order to handle
an unforeseeable event (e.g. a customer request), a constructive approach requires him
or her to explicitly represent this workflow enactment as a change of plan in order to add
the workflow on the to-do-list. This tends to be cumbersome, especially if the workflow
only lasts for a short period in time (e.g. half a day), thus the system gets omitted instead
of being used for guidance and for quality assurance.
To overcome these issues, the idea is to integrate the workflow management system
as closely within the organization’s tool chain as possible. That is, information already
created using the tools already deployed within the organization is leveraged. Thus,
tasks currently enacted by users are identified not by observing the actual activities done
by the users (e.g. “opening E-mail client” or “selecting monument spatial feature”), but
the products created during these activities (e.g. the Email sent, or the spatial feature.)
Following the definitions given above, this set of products resembles a context.

3.3 Deriving Enactment State from Context

A context resulting from real-world activities contains a rich variety of products ranging from database records, informal and semiformal documents (e.g. emails), formal
documents (e.g. CAD drawings), etc. When transforming this collection of real-world
information items into a set of data objects represented using the CAKE unified data
model, the latter set may be understood as an observed context created by enactment of
an otherwise hidden workflow definition.
As defined above, a workflow is a sequence of enactment states
wf = {state1 , state2 , . . . , staten , staten+1 , . . .} with the states statei , i > 1 resulting from task enactment of the previously active tasks. In turn, task enactment of these
predecessor tasks means mapping input ports and input data to output ports and output
data. Hence, task enactment may be either characterized a priori by the premises (input ports and input data) or a posteriori by its results (output ports and output data).
For staten = (In , An , Cn ), the a priori characterization for each of the active tasks
t ∈ An is simply Chart,prior = (In , Cn ). For the a posteriori characterizations the
tasks t ∈ An are determined by Chart,post = enactt (Chart,prior ). The latter characterizations then are merged and processed to form staten+1 . Thus, a workflow contains
an a priori task characterization within each of its individual states.
When comparing the observed context with the Ci contained in the enactment states,
the accompanying set Ai gives the desired set of currently active tasks.
Anyhow, as the actual workflow definition is hidden, the actual workflow is too.
Assumed that a case base contains tuples (Chart,prior , t), a reasonable set of active
tasks could be determined nevertheless by using structural CBR. Figure 2 illustrates
this approach.

Fig. 2. Deriving the next task by observing context data.

3.4 Creating an Observed Context
The CAKE system design introduces information agents that represent the various information sources present in the organization [5,6]. Each information agent encapsulates translation rules and procedures how to transform information items available from
these sources into CAKE data objects.
Translating information items into data objects basically means to identify “interesting” properties contained within the information items. For instance, an activity record
created by a time recording application provides a unique ID number, a work description, the user name who has performed the task, and the duration of the overall operation. While the last three properties may be considered useful by the information
agent, the unique ID number is only meaningful to the underlying RDBMS of the time
recording application, and is omitted.
For other information items it may not possible to identify distinct properties. For
example, a CAD drawing stored in a proprietary data format makes it impossible to
access individual features. However, it may be sufficient to know that a drawing exists
(without interpreting the content), and that can easily be detected. For instance, if map
update files have been loaded before, the drawing is most likely to represent an updated
map edition.
In order to leverage this extra information, relationships between the information
items are inspected. These structures within the source context are derived by applying
context perspectives, that put a particular concept in focus. Concepts include, but are
not limited to, users, products, events and time as described in the following:
User perspective. The user perspective describes a user centric point of view on the
information items contained within the source context. The following relationships
between users and the information items are exploited:
– Creator: Who is the original creator of the data object?
– Permissions: Who has access granted for reading or altering particular data?
– Last access: Who did access the product lastly (read/write)?

– Competency: Who has the competencies to create a product?
For each user, the user perspective expresses actual and possible contribution to the
source context.
Product perspective. The product perspective is a product-centric view on the observed context, comprising the following properties:
– Type: Which tool was used to create a product?
– Version: Is the product considered a final edition intended for customer use?
– Existence: Does the product exist?
This perspective allows to link an information item with its sources, and provides
insight on its intents.
Event perspective. The event perspective puts events in center, and how they have
affected an information item within the context:
– Low-level events: Operating system events?
– Utilization: Has the object been utilized or send to someone?
– High-level descriptions: E-mail denoting change request
The event perspective reveals the activities around an information item. This is similar to aspects covered by the user perspective, but not quite the same: For instance,
the user perspective will tell whether a particular user has touched an object, but
not whether it has been sent to a coworker using an e-mail application.
Time perspective. The time perspective regard timing aspects and typical relationships
within the context set are:
– Creation time: When was the product created?
– Access time: When was the product accessed lastly (read/write)?
– Deprecation: When was the product deleted?

More formally, a perspective is a function persp = P(D) 7→ P(D), and with
Cobserved the observed context, persp = (Cobserved ) is expected to contain data objects
listing the slots presented above. While the information agents are free to define what
information is translated from the information source, the perspective offers a fixed set
of properties shared among all information agents.
This allow to exploit the role and the importance of a certain common organizationspecific concept (such as a user role, or a specific tool) for the observed contexts.
This eases further design of similarity measures, leading to improvements of similarity
matching.
3.5 Designing the Case Base
As of this writing, the initial case base is about to be created by conducting user interviews. Because of the a priori task characterization style, users can be asked quite
intuitive questions e.g. “what tasks are you currently performing”. For each task listed
in response, the observed context delivered by the various information agents is stored.

To complete the task characterization, the input ports available are required, too.
The input task ports describe the control flow alternatives between tasks, and may be
identified if the predecessor task(s) are known (using conn). Thus, if a task has been
listed that has more than one input port, users are asked about prior tasks, too, in order
to identify the alternative taken to start task enactment.
For retrieval, the input ports can help to select the most appropriate tasks by limiting
the result set to tasks reachable from the last known alternatives taken by following
conn contained in the workflow definition.
So far, only a single workflow has been taken into consideration. In the application
scenario, multiple workflows based on the same workflow definitions are enacted in
parallel. Thus, besides task characterization, a workflow characterization is required
for mapping subsets of the observed contexts to the different workflows. As workflow
enactment means concerting task enactment, merging task characterizations to form
a workflow characterization appears suitable. In a first retrieval phase, workflows are
then identified by these characterizations, which will also determine the partition of
observed context that is applicable to the particular workflow. A more detailed definition
of workflow characterizations is work in progress.

4 Example
For preparing the data displayed by the DenkXweb Internet service, the workflow definition “import base data” has been created. The workflow definition consists of the
tasks “request geospatial information from the authorities” (trequest ), “check whether
map and metadata information received matches” (tcheck ), “create CAD files and directory structure” (tCAD ) and finally “use CAD application import filter to load map
and metadata” (timport ). Each task has only one input and only one output port, as
workflows based on this workflow definition are expected to be simple process chains.
The workflow definition “import base data” is instantiated whenever data intended
to be displayed by the DenkXweb Internet service is going to be prepared. So, for the
city of Frankfurt am Main, a workflow has been started, too, and has been proceeded to
tcheck . When employee Alice continues work on Frankfurt, she opens CAD files to hold
the data requested before. This results in new files and structures (SUB CADDB.PAR)
that are laid out in a characteristic structure. Furthermore, she enters her efforts in a
time recording application running within the company’s Intranet.
As depicted in figure 3, a “file server information agent” picks up the newly created file and directory structure, and conveys it to the data object cf ile . In addition, the
“time recording application information agent” transforms the database record created
by Alice into the data object ctimerec . By looking at the observed context Cobserved =
{cf ile , ctimerec } from the product perspective, it becomes clear that the municipality
assigned to both data objects is the city of Frankfurt am Main. Using the latter information, the workflow representing ongoing work for this city is retrieved. By similarity
matching using the previously built case base, the task timport is finally retrieved, and
the enactment state is updated to (Intimport , {timport }, Cobserved ).
While Alice is still busy continuing workflow enactment, a customer representative
calls her. During the phone call, the representative explains that a monument already

Fig. 3. Advancing to the next task while enacting a workflow.

published has to be revoked as soon as possible, as it had turned out that the original
building has been demolished.
Thus, Alice stops her current activities and loads the DenkX database application
that maintains the monument protection rationales. She looks up the record in question
and deletes it. However, she has not deleted an already published record before, so she
logs into the CAKE GUI to find out how to proceed. Using the technique discussed in
section 3, the GUI presents that she is currently working on a workflow based on the
workflow definition “delete monument”. Alice looks up how to proceed, and continues
by altering spatial data accordingly and runs a tool to update the web server.
When Manager Bob is asked by another project stakeholder whether the “import
base data” workflow for Frankfurt am Main has been already completed, he logs into
the CAKE GUI and sees that Alice has started working on it, but is currently busy in
completing her ad-hoc workflow. Based on the tasks left to perform in the workflow
“delete monument”, he estimates when the import is finished, and reports his estimate
back to the stakeholder.

5 Related Work
In order to model workflows, various concepts have been proposed in the last years.
Most of these concepts aim at detecting or avoiding infeasible or suboptimal configurations when modeling workflows. For instance, approaches like MVP-L [12] have

been designed specifically for expressing relationships between the various aspects of a
development project. Other efforts propose state or UML activity charts as a means of
workflow specification and execution [13]. The DYNAMITE [14] system suggests dynamic task nets for expressing baseline plans and for supporting ad-hoc plan decomposition. Recent approaches include XML-based languages like BPEL4WS for concerting
tasks carried out by web services [15]. As no single approach has gained broad acceptance yet, configurable process modeling languages have been suggested [11], too. The
latter aim at defining a core language to express and maintain general knowledge that
can be easily translated back and forth process models used by commercial applications,
such as SAP’s Event-Driven Process Chains.
Regarding workflow planning and enactment support, several systems have been
implemented. The MILOS system [16] is a process-centered environment that aims to
support software development activities. MILOS supports ad-hoc changes to plans as
well as interleaved planning and enactment, however the system relies on manual user
feedback for determining the current enactment state. Workbrain [17] merges Organizational Memory and the workflow concept. For structural planning a CBR application
is integrated and can be utilized by a human workflow planner before the respective
workflow will be enacted. By providing retrieval on workflow characterizations the
CBR application allows users to describe a problem and retrieves similar solutions that
can be used to construct new workflows.
Similar to CAKE, CBRFlow [18] combines workflow technology with conversational CBR for coping with changing and unpredictable environments. For realizing the
concept of workflow modification during runtime workflow instances can be annotated
with cases that consist of a set of question-answer pairs and one action. After the annotation these cases can be directly used as assistance for decision-making processes
because of representing additional knowledge, maybe in form of instructions, which
can be used during workflow execution. Modifications on the workflow definitions is
done by workflow modelers and no search facility on workflow definitions is supported.
However, both Workbrain and CBRFlow approaches lack techniques for accessing external information sources.
Capturing workflow enactment information by observing users and their activities
is suggested in [19]. Here, the authors capture rather low-level events (opening documents, selecting commands) received from tools deployed within the organization. A
similar idea is followed by Fenstermacher [20], but the data observed is focused more
on the documents viewed and altered than the tools. Schwarz [21] introduces a formal
and explicit model of knowledge-intensive tasks and discusses how tool events can be
captured automatically and collated semantically. Similarity matching is used to present
information relevant to the current task pro-actively.

6 Conclusion
In this paper, the CAKE workflow modelling approach has been discussed, and an algorithm has been described how to track current work progress using context information.
The latter information allows short-term planning as well as user notifications if deviations from the original plan are detected, leading to quality assurance or discussion

of further workflow modifications. Using CBR, the tracking approach will improve as
more tasks and their premises are stored in the case base, and it will continue to work
even if ad-hoc modifications are applied to the underlying workflows in order to reflect
a new situation.
While first results are encouraging, modeling workflows and applying the approach
presented to the geographical information management application domain is work in
progress. As next steps, a student research group at the University of Trier will implement information agents, allowing to determine destination contexts.
Further work includes to enhance progress tracking in order to find deviations from
the underlying workflow definition. Then, these deviations could be used to either
present warnings to the users or to enhance workflow definitions in terms of process
mining by adding alternatives, detecting sub-workflows etc.
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